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ABSTRACT

Direct RNA sequencing with a commercial nanopore
platform was used to sequence RNA con-
taining uridine (U), pseudouridine (�) or N1-
methylpseudouridine (m1�) in >100 different 5-
nucleotide contexts. The base calling data for �

or m1� were similar but different from U allowing
their detection. Understanding the nanopore signa-
tures for � and m1� enabled a running start T7 RNA
polymerase assay to study the selection of UTP ver-
sus �TP or m1�TP competing mixtures in all pos-
sible adjacent sequence contexts. A significant se-
quence context dependency was observed for T7
RNA polymerase with insertion yields for �TP versus
UTP spanning a range of 20–65%, and m1�TP ver-
sus UTP producing variable yields that differ by 15–
70%. Experiments with SP6 RNA polymerase, as well
as chemically-modified triphosphates and DNA tem-
plates provide insight to explain the observations.
The SP6 polymerase introduced m1�TP when com-
peted with UTP with a smaller window of yields (15–
30%) across all sequence contexts studied. These
results may aid in future efforts that employ RNA
polymerases to make therapeutic mRNAs with sub-
stoichiometric amounts of m1�.

INTRODUCTION

Native RNA across all phyla of life possesses >150 chemi-
cal modifications that include the addition of alkyl groups
on the base and/or sugar, as well as isomerization, sulfuriza-
tion, oxidation, or reduction of the nucleobases (1–4). These
chemical changes are found in tRNA, rRNA, mRNA, small
and large non-coding RNAs, and viral RNAs. The epi-
transcriptome refers to those modifications essential for the
transcriptome’s functional relevancy for cellular processes.

Chemically modified RNA has found its way into clini-
cal applications where the successes of therapeutic siRNAs
and mRNA vaccines are largely achieved due to the site-
specific chemical decorations of the polymer (5,6). Iden-
tification and quantification of RNA modifications have
been pursued by nuclease and phosphatase digestion of
target strands to nucleosides for LC-MS/MS quantitative
analysis, which also results in the complete loss of the se-
quence information (1). The development of nanopores as
a third-generation sequencing platform has brought about
many enabling advancements, one of which is the ability
to directly sequence RNA, with the sequencing of chemical
modifications as one of the many benefits of this method.

Nanopore sequencing on a commercial platform (Oxford
Nanopore Technologies) is achieved by the use of a 3′,5′-
helicase as a motor protein to deliver the RNA into a pro-
tein nanopore at a rate that is ATP-dependent (Figure 1) (7).
An electrophoretic force serves to guide the direction of the
RNA 3′ to 5′ into the nanopore protein where a small cen-
tral constriction zone exists. As the strand passes the con-
striction zone with a length of ∼5-nt of RNA (i.e. the k-mer)
and a diameter slightly larger than single-stranded nucleic
acids, the ionic current changes as a function of sequence as
it passes through the pore (8). In recent iterations of base-
calling software, the current vs. time traces are deconvoluted
via a recurrent neural network (9). Exciting developments
using nanopores have showcased direct RNA sequencing
for modifications in tRNA, rRNA, mRNA, small/large
RNAs, and viral RNAs from biological sources (8,10–16).
The native RNA modifications inspected with the great-
est focus include pseudouridine (�), N6-methyladenonsine,
and 2′-O-methyl nucleotides. Our work with � demon-
strated base calling error analysis combined with cur-
rent and dwell time analysis minimizes the false discov-
ery rate for modification detection in noisy nanopore
data (13). Some challenges remain before this approach
becomes a routine technique in the RNA researcher’s
toolbox.
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Figure 1. The Oxford Nanopore Technologies platform sequences U,
� and m1� directly in RNA.

Chemically modified RNA has diverse clinical applica-
tions. At present, the best example is the SARS-CoV-2
mRNA vaccine that has the complete replacement of the
U nucleotides with N1-methylpseudouridine (m1�) (Fig-
ure 1) (6). This modification results from isomerization and
methylation of the uridine nucleotide and was first discov-
ered in archaea tRNA by the McCloskey laboratory (17).
Synthetic mRNA vaccines are produced by in vitro tran-
scription (IVT), in which all U sites are converted to m1� by
feeding T7 RNA polymerase m1�-nucleotide triphosphate
(m1�TP) instead of UTP (6). The first goal of the present
study was to evaluate how the nanopore sequencing device
responds to m1� compared to � and U in different k-mer
sequence contexts.

The knowledge of how the nanopore sequencer responds
during base calling to U, � and m1� from the first study
then led us to apply direct RNA sequencing to monitor
a running start RNA polymerase extension assay. More
specifically, this enabled interrogation of T7 RNA poly-
merase NTP selection when UTP was mixed in a known
ratio with either �TP or m1�TP. All immediate sequence
contexts flanking a single competition site were evaluated
(5′-VXV-3′ where V = A, C or G, and X = U/� or U/m1�)
and contexts with two adjacent competition sites (5′-VXXV-
3′). The analysis found that T7 RNA polymerase shows a se-
quence context bias for the selection of the competing NTP
mixture, particularly for UTP vs. m1�TP. Beyond demon-
strating a new approach to monitoring a polymerase exten-
sion assay, the results suggest that any attempt to synthesize
mRNA strands with sub-stochiometric amounts of m1�TP
via T7-catalyzed IVT will generate strands with unbalanced
levels of modifications across the sequence contexts. Addi-
tional experiments with modified template DNA strands for
IVT identified possible polymerase template DNA interac-
tions resulting in the sequence bias. Finally, this knowledge
led us to study SP6 RNA polymerase for IVT generation
of RNA to find a more balanced introduction of m1�TP
when competed with UTP. This observation inspired a fi-

nal set of goals of the present study that was to address why
T7 RNA polymerase gave a sequence context impact when
selecting competing NTPs. This knowledge led to a modi-
fied approach for mRNA synthesis via IVT to incorporate
U and m1� with similar stoichiometry in all immediate se-
quence contexts. The findings are discussed with their im-
plications for analyzing RNA polymerase activity and the
use of RNA polymerases for therapeutic mRNA synthesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA synthesis by in vitro transcription

In vitro transcription was performed using the
MEGAscript T7 transcription kit (Thermo Fisher) or
HiScribe SP6 RNA synthesis kit (New England Biolabs)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The duplex
DNA templates for the IVT reactions were synthesized
via commercial sources to have a T7 or SP6 promoter for
initiation of transcription and ended with a poly-A tail
for sequencing library preparation (Supplementary Figure
S1). The IVT reactions were incubated overnight at 37◦C
in a PCR thermocycler. After the overnight incubation,
DNase I treatment was performed on all samples at 37◦C,
followed by purification using Quick Spin Columns for
RNA purification (Sigma). To install � or m1�, IVT
was conducted in the presence of commercially available
pseudouridine-5′-triphosphate (�TP) or m1�TP (Trilink
Biotechnologies with purities > 99%) instead of UTP.
Success in the synthesis of the RNA transcripts was
verified by agarose gel electrophoresis by comparison to a
ladder of known lengths. The synthetic RNA strands were
synthesized by standard solid-phase synthesis protocols
using commercially available phosphoramidites.

T7 or SP6 RNA polymerase studies with mixed and compet-
ing NTPs

Studies on NTP discrimination by T7 RNA polymerase
were conducted using the MEGAscript T7 transcription
kit or the SP6 RNA polymerase using the HiScribe SP6
RNA synthesis kit with some changes to the manufac-
turer’s protocol as described. The NTP concentrations were
2 mM for ATP, GTP and CTP, while the UTP and �TP
or m1�TP were 1 mM each to achieve a total concentra-
tion of U and its derivative of 2 mM. To ensure the UTP
and �TP or m1�TP were at a 1:1 ratio, the stock solution
concentrations were determined using UV-vis spectroscopy
with established extinction coefficients (UTP: �262 nm = 10
000 l mol−1cm−1; �TP: �262 nm = 7550 l mol−1cm−1;
m1�TP: �271 nm = 8870 l mol−1cm−1). The IVT reactions
were allowed to progress for 2 h at 37◦C before termina-
tion by the addition of DNase I following the manufac-
turer’s protocol. Further studies on T7 RNA polymerase
NTP selection were conducted with N1-ethylpseudouridine
triphosphate (e1�TP: �271 nm = 7800 l mol−1cm−1) or N1-
propylpseudouridine triphosphate (p1�TP: �271 nm = 8900
l mol−1cm−1; Trilink Biotechnologies) similarly to those de-
scribed above. Replicate experiments were conducted to ob-
tain errors.
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Nanopore library preparation and sequencing

The poly-A tail containing RNAs generated by IVT or
solid-phase synthesis were the input strands in the di-
rect RNA sequencing kit (SQK-RNA002) from Oxford
Nanopore Technologies (ONT). The protocol was followed
without changes and the library-prepared samples (1–5 ng)
were directly used for sequencing. The samples were applied
to the ONT Flongle™ flow cell running the R9.4.1 chemistry
following the manufacturer’s protocol. The default settings
were used with passed reads having a Q score >7.

Data analysis

The ionic current vs. time traces in fast5 file format passed
by the sequencer were base called using guppy v.6.0.7 or
v.6.3.2 to obtain the fastq sequencing read files used in the
subsequent data analyses. The fastq files were aligned to the
reference sequences using minimap2 with the command line
‘-ax map-ont -L’ to generate aligned reads in bam file for-
mat (18). The bam file alignment statistics were determined
with the flagstat function in Samtools and then the files were
indexed with Samtools for visualization in Integrative Ge-
nomics Viewer (IGV) to obtain the base call information at
the modification sites (19,20). Inspection of the sequencing
reads to quantify the occupancy of U versus � or m1� was
conducted using the ELIGOS2 or Nanopore-Psu tools (12).
Calibration curves with known mixtures of U vs. � or m1�
reads were obtained by first aligning the individual reads of
the control RNAs to the reference genome. The number of
aligned reads was determined using Samtools flagstat func-
tion. The pure U and � or m1� reads were then mixed in
known ratios and submitted to ELIGOS2 or Nanopore-Psu
for predicting the occupancy of the U isomer in each se-
quence context studied in the polymerase running start as-
say. This approach was important because the tools were de-
signed to inspect data for � occupancy, not m1�. A similar
approach as described was used for the e1� and p1� stud-
ies. The data were plotted and analyzed in either python,
Origin, or Excel for visualization.

RESULTS

Experimental setup

The RNA strands used for the study of base calling analy-
sis at U, � or m1� were generated by IVT or solid-phase
synthesis (Supplementary Figure S1). The use of commer-
cially available m1�TP or �TP allowed the generation of
RNAs by IVT with 100% incorporation of the modified
nucleotides. The RNA strands sequenced had the U, � or
m1� spaced >25 nts apart such that only one modifica-
tion site interacted with the helicase-nanopore setup at a
time. All k-mers of five nucleotides with a central U, �, or
m1� with the other four nucleotides comprised of A, C or
G were studied (5′-VVXVV-3′; 81 contexts). Additionally,
18 contexts were studied with two modifications adjacent
to one another (5′-VVXXVV-3′) with similar sequence con-
text requirements as previously described. A limitation to
IVT generation of RNA strands is sequence contexts with
the parent nucleotide and modification cannot be gener-
ated; therefore, to study four k-mers that had the central U,

Figure 2. Analysis of base calling error from direct RNA nanopore se-
quencing data for strands with U, �, or m1� in 104 different 5-nt k-mer
sequence contexts. The data for the plots are provided in Supplementary
Figure S5. Guppy 6.0.7 (gray) and 6.3.2 (red) were used to base call the raw
nanopore data. The values plotted had a sequencing depth of 10 or more.

�, or m1� in a context that included U, the RNA strands
were made by solid-phase synthesis (k-mers = 5′-AUXAA-
3′, 5′-GAXUA-3′, 5′-GUXGA-3′ and 5′-AGXUG-3′) and
then 3′ poly-A tailed enzymatically to enable library prepa-
ration. In total, 104 different 5-nt k-mer contexts in RNA
were sequenced with U, � or m1� present (Supplementary
Figure S1).

Base-calling error analysis

Nanopore sequencing was conducted on the RNA strands
following standard protocols to generate current vs. time
traces that were base called with guppy (v 6.0.7 or 6.3.2).
The base-called data were aligned to the reference with min-
imap2 (Supplementary Figure S2), and visualization of the
alignment was achieved with IGV (Supplementary Figure
S3) (20). First, the base-calling errors identified by the pres-
ence of calls for C, A, G or insertion and deletions (indels)
for the U, � and m1� RNAs were quantified. The data for
k-mers that were sequenced at a depth of 10 or more are vi-
sualized in two different ways in Figure 2. The first displays
the total error with indels included, and the second looked
specifically at base calling errors without indels (Figure 2A
and B; see Supplementary Figure S4 for data used in these
plots). The U-containing RNA strands gave low percent
errors in both analysis approaches, as expected, because
the base calling algorithm was trained on RNA with this
nucleotide (Figure 2A). The percent error for each of the
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sequence contexts possessing � ranged from ∼10% to 100%
when indels were considered (Figure 2A), and ranged from
∼20% to 100% when indels were omitted (Figure 2B). The
Guppy base caller version did not significantly impact the
findings (Figure 2A–B and Supplementary Figure S4). In
all cases, the average error decreased when indels were not
considered (Figure 2A versus 2B). The percent base calling
error for RNA with the m1� modification also produced
a similar range of errors from 10-100% when indels were
considered (Figure 2A), and ranged from ∼25% to 100%
when indels were omitted (Figure 2B). Again, the Guppy
base caller version did not alter the findings (Figure 2A–B
and Supplementary Figure S4). The � and m1� base call-
ing errors were not identical, but in general, the high error
vs. low error sequences gave similar groupings (Supplemen-
tary Figure S5). The base call analysis identified modifica-
tion of U to either m1� or � generated base-called data
with much higher error.

The base calling data were then inspected more closely to
determine the main modes of error in base calls that occur
when � or m1� are directly sequenced with the nanopore
system. Previous studies from our work and others found �
is miscalled as a C (11–13,15). These new data for � support
the previous observations, and now show that m1� follows
a similar error profile resulting in a higher frequency of C
calls instead of U. The interesting observation that we re-
confirmed for � and now demonstrate for m1� is that the
error is highly dependent on the sequence context. A few ad-
ditional observations are the percent error is generally lower
when the sequence context has a greater nucleotide diver-
sity around the site studied (Supplementary Figure S5). In
contrast, k-mers with less sequence diversity generally give
greater base calling error in the form of C miscalls and in-
dels. For example, the high sequence diversity context 5′-
CGXAC-3′ produced the base call profile for � of 92% U,
1% C, 1% A and 6% indels, and for m1� the base calls were
85% U and 15% indels; in contrast, for the low diversity se-
quence context 5′-CCXCA-3′, � was called 75% C and 25%
indels, and m1� was called 100% as C (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5). Two adjacent modifications gave mixed results on
the percent error that appears to follow the sequence diver-
sity observations just discussed.

T7 RNA polymerase NTP selection for mixtures of UTP with
�TP or m1�TP

The knowledge of nanopore sequencing signatures for �
or m1� enabled exploration of NTP selection by T7 RNA
polymerase during IVT. Currently, mRNA vaccines are pro-
duced by T7 RNA polymerase-mediated transcription, in
which all the U nucleotides are completely replaced with
m1� (6). A prior study found the partial replacement of
the canonical nucleotides with modified forms (m5C and
s2U) in therapeutic mRNAs generated by IVT can be ef-
fective (21); however, the studies did not know whether
there existed sequences that T7 RNA polymerase favored
or disfavored for insertion of the non-canonical NTPs.
Therefore, we addressed this question for UTP vs. �TP or
m1�TP mixtures during T7 RNA polymerase synthesis of
an mRNA using direct RNA nanopore sequencing as the
readout for incorporation yields. The duplex DNA tem-

plates studied provided coding potential to interrogate all
possible immediate sequences contexts in singly-modified
and doubly-modified contexts (5′-VXV-3′ and 5′-VXXV-3′),
which are all found in the BioNTech/Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines (Supplementary Figure S6).

The RNA polymerase evaluation for NTP selection was
first conducted with a 1:1 ratio of UTP to �TP or UTP to
m1�TP. To ensure the competing NTPs were mixed in a 1:1
ratio, the stock solution concentrations were determined by
UV-vis spectroscopy using extinction coefficients provided
by the manufacturer of the nucleotides. The RNA strands
were synthesized and then analyzed by gel electrophore-
sis to confirm the RNA strands synthesized with U, �, or
m1� had the same length (Supplementary Figure S7). The
confirmed RNA strands were prepared for sequencing and
then sequenced with the nanopore using the default settings
(pass = Q > 7). The obtained data were then used for quan-
tification of � or m1� in each sequence context.

Quantification of RNA modifications from nanopore se-
quencing data can be approached by inspection of the cur-
rent level data or the base calling data. The current lev-
els for � or m1� relative to U were visualized using the
Tombo tool that also allows quantification of modifications
(Supplementary Figure S8). A challenge reconfirmed in the
present studies is that when current level differences are ob-
served, they generally do not occur when the modification
is in the center of the 5-nt k-mer. The position of maximal
current level difference between canonical and modified dif-
fers is dependent on the sequence context; moreover, some
sequence contexts do not give current differences. As a re-
sult, using currents to monitor modification levels was not
usable across all sequence contexts.

Inspection of the base calling data for identification of
modifications by systematic errors introduced by the base
caller when reading modified nucleotides is an alternative
approach. Many tools are reported to conduct this anal-
ysis and two of them were used in the present study. The
first is Nanopore-Psu, which was calibrated for the sequence
space in which � exists using rRNA from many species.
The program predicts modification levels of unknown sam-
ples using the calibrated data. Another approach is pro-
vided by ELIGOS2 that compares base calling profiles be-
tween an RNA with modifications to a sequence-matched
control void or diminished in modifications. The ELIGOS2
tool was selected because the RNA strands were judiciously
designed and not of biological origin and are depleted in
U nucleotides, which are critical differences compared to
the rRNA for which the Nanopore-Psu tool was developed.
Lastly, for each sequence context studied, calibration curves
were developed by virtually mixing the pure U-containing
RNAs with either the pure � or m1� RNAs in known ra-
tios and submitting them to ELIGOS2 for analysis (Supple-
mentary Figure S9). These calibration curves were used for
quantification.

The U versus � competition for the T7 polymerase ac-
tive site in singly-modified contexts found � was prefer-
entially installed with a 40–70% yield (Figure 3A). A con-
trol was conducted with the same adjacent sequence con-
text but a different 5-nt k-mer (GXC = 5′-AGXCA, and
GXC-2 = 5′-CGXCG) to determine if this impacted the
results (Figure 3A and C). The average measured �TP
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Figure 3. Yields of �TP or m1�TP incorporation when competed with an equimolar ratio of UTP for insertion and elongation by T7 RNA polymerase.
Percent insertion yields for �TP in (A) singly-modified or (B) doubly modified sequence contexts. Percent insertion yields for m1�TP in (C) singly-modified
or (D) doubly-modified sequence contexts. The expected yield assuming no sequence bias introduced by T7 RNA polymerase is shown by the dashed gray
lines. The yields were determined via direct RNA sequencing with the commercial nanopore platform, and the base calling data were analyzed with the
published tool ELIGOS2 (14). *A value for the insertion was not measured in the analysis.

levels inserted in these contexts were GXC = 67% and GXC-
2 = 61%, which were not significantly different (P > 0.05);
however, this demonstrates there exists some variability in
these measurements with the assumption T7 RNA poly-
merase selects NTPs with selectivity that only extends to
the adjacent nucleotides at the competition site. The data
were analyzed with Nanopore-Psu to give similar results in
many sequence contexts (Supplementary Figures S10 and
S11). In the same competition but for sites in which the tem-
plate DNA strand codes for insertion of two adjacent U/�
residues, the first insertion at the 5′ site slightly favored �TP
(>60%) insertion, while the second insertion at the 3′ site
gave a slight reduction in �TP (Figure 3B). Exceptions were
observed with the most noteworthy being the 5′ site of the
5′-CXXG-3′ context, in which no detectable �TP insertion
was measured (Figure 3B see ‘*’). For this sequence context
the current level analysis by Tombo found � did not alter
the current strongly compared to U, which address the fact
that there was no detectable signal in the unknown sample
(Supplementary Figure S8). Nonetheless, this study identi-
fied T7 RNA polymerase selects competing UTP and �TP
with sequence context bias (Figure 3A–B).

Nanopore sequencing results for the UTP vs. m1�TP
competition for T7 RNA polymerase incorporation devi-
ated from the UTP versus �TP experiments. In sites where
the template codes for a single modification, m1�TP was in-
stalled with <40% yield with one exception; when the tem-
plate DNA coded for ATP insertion 3′ to the modified nu-
cleotide, T7 RNA polymerase inserted UTP and m1�TP
with a yield similar to their solution concentrations (i.e. 1:1
or ∼50% yield; Figure 3C). The sequence control experi-
ments for two different k-mers with the same central se-

quence context (5′-GXC), were determined to have nearly
identical m1�TP insertion yields (Figure 3C). Sites that
could incorporate two UTP or m1�TP adjacent to one an-
other led to a different result (Figure 3D). On the 5′ site,
m1�TP was favorably inserted and the 3′ site was disfavored
(∼65% versus 50%; Figure 3D). The ability to directly se-
quence RNA with nanopores and quantitatively call modi-
fications has led to this discovery of the sequence-dependent
bias that T7 RNA polymerase has for the selection of UTP
versus m1�TP.

T7 RNA polymerase can bias competing NTP selection
based on the sequence context that was most profound for
UTP vs. m1�TP (Figure 3). Next, experiments to interro-
gate the RNA polymerase, duplex DNA template, and NTP
identity were conducted to understand the bias (Figure 4A).
Structural analysis of T7 RNA polymerase has found the
active site features required for catalysis and proper NTP
selection. The focus is on positions 639 and 644 of the poly-
merase (Figure 4B). Position 639 is a tyrosine residue re-
quired for proper NTP discrimination over dNTPs, while
position 644 is phenylalanine that � stacks with the tem-
plate DNA nucleotide of the still formed base pair 3′ to the
site directing insertion of the incoming NTP (22–26). There
exists another phage-derived DNA-dependent RNA poly-
merase, SP6, with again Y639 while position 644 is a leucine
that cannot � stack with the template nucleotide on the 3′
base pair (Figure 4B). The UTP vs. m1�TP competition as-
say in each sequence context was repeated with SP6 RNA
polymerase. This new experiment found that when UTP
and m1�TP competed in a 1:1 ratio, the insertion yield for
m1� did not show a sequence context bias (Figure 4C). The
m1� yields within error across all sequence contexts were
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Figure 4. The transcription of mRNA when a mixture of UTP and m1�TP is present to compete for the SP6 RNA polymerase active site shows minimal
sequence context impact on the yield. (A) Model of a transcription bubble to illustrate the DNA-protein interactions involved in NTP selection. P:Q is
the intact DNA base pair adjacent the insertion site. (B) Sequence alignment for the phage DNA-dependent RNA polymerases T7 and SP6. (C) The
yields of m1� inserted and extended by SP6 RNA polymerase when competed in equal molar ratio with UTP. The expected yield assuming no sequence
bias introduced by T7 RNA polymerase is shown by the dashed gray lines. The yields were determined via direct RNA sequencing with the commercial
nanopore platform and the base calling data were analyzed with the published tool ELIGOS2 (14).

20-30% (Figure 4C), a range much reduced from that ob-
served with T7 RNA polymerase (20–70%; Figure 3C and
D). The SP6-catalyzed polymerization was repeated with a
3:1 m1�TP:UTP ratio to identify the yield of m1� nearly
doubled while maintaining the minimized sequence context
bias for insertion yields (Supplementary Figure S12). The
SP6 RNA polymerase study was also conducted with UTP
vs. �TP to find differences compared to T7 RNA poly-
merase (Supplementary Figure S13). This study verifies that
the RNA polymerase impacts NTP selection, as expected,
and by changing the active site of the RNA polymerase, the
NTP sequence context bias can be minimized for the UTP
versus m1�TP case.

The next focus was on the nucleic acids (i.e. dsDNA tem-
plate and NTPs) and their role when two competing NTPs
were allowed to gain access to the active site of the T7 RNA
polymerase, particularly the unusual observation of hav-
ing a 3′ A in the RNA strand (or the corresponding dT
in the DNA template strand) impacting the UTP versus
m1�TP selection. In the most favorable case for m1�TP
insertion, the template DNA strand has a dA nucleotide
for the pyrimidine competition followed by a dT to direct
insertion of ATP (Figure 4A, Q = dT). Structural analy-
sis of T7 RNA polymerase found the DNA base pair 3′ on
the template strand (i.e. Figure 4A, P:Q) to the competition
site is still formed with F644 � stacking with the dT nu-
cleotide (22–26). This effect is not observed when the other
pyrimidine dC (Figure 4A, Q = dC) is in this position to di-
rect a GTP installment 3′ to the competition site. The main
difference in these base pairs is the number of hydrogen
bonds.

To study this T7 RNA polymerase active site base pair
interaction, a duplex DNA was designed, synthesized, and
used for IVT that had a single DNA templating dA nu-
cleotide for the UTP versus m1�TP competition followed
by a dC in position Q (Figure 4A). The other change was
in the coding DNA strand in which the native dG that
forms three hydrogen bonds with dC was replaced with 2`-
deoxyinosine (dI; Figure 4A, P = dI) for pairing with two
hydrogen bonds with the template dC (P:Q = dI:dC, Figure
4A). This situation would have a weaker base pair (two hy-
drogen bonds) but similar � stacking (dC) interaction with
F644 in T7 RNA polymerase and direct the insertion of a G
3′ to the U/m1� competition site (Figures 4B and 5A). The
nanopore sequence analysis of the RNA transcript found in
the weakened 3′ base pair system (dI:dC) in comparison to
the canonical system (dG:dC) the incorporation of m1� in-
creased by >2-fold (Figure 5B). A control experiment was
conducted with the dI in the template DNA strand and the
results were compared with a dG in the same position to
find minimal impact on the m1� insertion yields (Supple-
mentary Figure S14). This observation supports the conclu-
sion that base pair strength and F644 � stacking with the
pyrimidine dT impact NTP selection.

The final study focused on the role of the non-canonical
NTP to impact the selection when competing for T7 RNA
polymerase insertion and extension with UTP. The alkyl
group identity at N1 of �TP was varied from methyl,
ethyl, to propyl (i.e. e1�TP or p1�TP), in which these
� derivatives have been proposed for use in therapeutic
mRNAs (27). First, RNA was sequenced with pure N1-
alkylpseudouridine derivatives and the base calling error
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Figure 5. The base pair identity in the duplex DNA template on the 3′ side of the templating nucleotide for an T7 RNA polymerase impacts the polymer-
ization yield. (A) Structures for a dG:dC and dI:dC base pair illustrate they are similar except in the number of hydrogen bonds. (B) The yields of m1�

incorporated when competed with UTP and there is a dG:dC versus dI:dC base pair in the duplex DNA 3′ to the templating site for RNA polymerase. The
yields were determined via direct RNA sequencing with the commercial nanopore platform and the base calling data were analyzed with the published
tool ELIGOS2 (14).

analysis showed that the error profiles for e1� and p1�
were similar to � and m1� (Supplementary Figure S15).
These alkyl derivatives were individually studied in equimo-
lar ratio with UTP during IVT mRNA synthesis (Figure
6A). The RNAs made were then directly sequenced, and
the yield of non-canonical NTP insertion was quantified
via the base calling analysis using ELIGOS2 that was cal-
ibrated with each N1-alkylpseudouridine derivative (Sup-
plementary Figure S9) (12). Only singly-modified sequence
contexts were analyzed to find the range of insertion yields
across the sequence contexts decreased with the larger N1-
alkyl derivatives (Figure 6B). Specifically, the variability of
yields for m1� was 42%, e1� was 13%, and p1� was 17%.
This final dataset demonstrates all three components of the
transcription process, polymerase, template DNA and NTP
play a role when competing NTPs can be selected during
mRNA synthesis.

DISCUSSION

Direct RNA sequencing with a nanopore for � or m1�

The nanopore system can directly sequence RNA to enable
detection and quantification of chemically modified nu-
cleotides. The ONT nanopore sequencer utilizes the CsgG
protein nanopore (v 9.4.1 flow cells) that has a sensing win-
dow or k-mer for RNA of ∼5 nt (8) within which modi-
fications can impact the sequencing signal. The RNA nu-
cleotides U, � and m1� in different 5-nt sequence contexts
were sequenced, and the base calling errors were identified.
The dominant and unique base calling signature for � is
to be called as a C (Figures S4 and S5), which was found
herein and previously (11,13,15,16). The methylated base
m1� also predominantly generated C miscalls (Supplemen-
tary Figures S4 and S5). The magnitude of the error for both
� and m1� was highly dependent on the sequence context
(Figure 2, Supplementary Figures S4 and S5). Direct RNA
nanopore sequencing for � has been reported and tools de-
veloped to quantify the data to determine the extent of oc-
cupancy at modified sites (11–16). These tools can easily be
applied to study m1� as was done in the present work.

A few noteworthy points arise regarding the sequence
space of 5-nt k-mer sequences with a single RNA modifi-
cation. The discussion that follows is the sequence space for
differentiation of U from � or from m1�, but not both. A
k-mer with a single, central modification (5′-NNXNN-3′;
where N = A, C, G or U and X = U or �/m1�) would span
512 different sequence contexts. If we consider the modifi-
cation can exist more than once in the k-mer, this would
contain 3125 sequence contexts. Pseudouridine in rRNA
and m1� in mRNA vaccines does exist with more than one
modification in a five-nucleotide window (Supplementary
Figure S6) (6,28); however, a single RNA modification in a
k-mer is the most common presentation of these modifica-
tions in native mRNA (12,29). One approach employed to
study this sequence space is to synthesize mRNA sequences
by IVT that contain all possible k-mers, which has been
done, with the limitation that k-mers with both the canoni-
cal base and its modified version present cannot be studied
(11). Alternatively, mRNA strands have been synthesized
by ligating a synthetic RNA with the canonical and mod-
ified nucleotide present into a longer construct for study
(16). This approach provides a more realistic representa-
tion of modifications but requires laborious synthesis and
low throughput. Thus, we took a middle approach to sur-
vey >100 representative k-mers using IVT or synthesis. As
an aside, sequencing small oligomers with the nanopore is
achievable, the data obtained fail at a very high rate com-
pared to the longer sequences; nonetheless, the data do pro-
vide an indication of the base call error when canonical and
non-canonical are present in the same k-mer (∼50% error;
Supplementary Figure S4).

The similarity in base calling features for � and m1�
point to a challenge for direct RNA sequencing for mod-
ifications with nanopores, and that is that different modifi-
cations can yield very similar signatures. After exploring the
nanopore signatures for the >150 known modifications, the
community might find, for example, that a particular U is
modified in an unknown sample but the question of what
the modification is will remain. Parallel biological and se-
quencing studies on native cells and those with suspected
writer protein knockouts or knockdowns can aid in the
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Figure 6. Comparison of the incorporation yields when UTP was allowed to compete with either m1�TP (blue), e1�TP (green) or p1�TP (red) for RNA
polymerization by T7 RNA polymerase. (A) The structures for U, � and the N1-alkyl � derivatives. (B) The incorporation yields for the NTP competition
assays. The yields were determined via direct RNA sequencing with the commercial nanopore platform and the base calling data were analyzed with the
published tool ELIGOS2 (14).

identification of the modification (8,11). Alternatively, the
use of low-throughput and targeted assays such as SCAR-
LET or mass spectrometry sequencing will be needed to
identify the modification, and even these will be challenged
by modification isomers (e.g. m5C, m4C and Cm) (30,31).
Lastly, when natural U→C variations exist in the RNA they
can masquerade as a � or m1� when inspecting base call-
ing features exclusively; we proposed a solution to this chal-
lenge by inspecting the raw ionic current vs. time traces for
� to minimize the false discovery rate (13). A similar ap-
proach would likely work for m1�, but this was not con-
ducted in the present studies because the modification iden-
tity was always known.

T7 RNA polymerase selectivity for �TP when competing
with UTP

Setting aside the challenges of sequencing native RNA for
modifications, the goal here was to use the nanopore se-
quencer as a tool to monitor RNA polymerase selection
of competing NTPs. The situation in which UTP versus
�TP or m1�TP competition would exist is during thera-
peutic RNA synthesis via IVT in which sub-stochiometric
amounts of modified NTP incorporation might be the goal.
There is precedence for the successful use of therapeutic
mRNAs with sub-stochiometric amounts of modifications
(m5C and s2U) (21). Soon there could be a growing need to
synthesize mRNA with a mixture of the parent canonical
and modified form of an NTP via T7 RNA polymerase. N1-
Methylpseudouridine is the modification used in SARS-

CoV-2 mRNA vaccines to minimize immunogenicity of the
foreign RNA (6); � itself can also serve this purpose (32).

Previously reported details regarding T7 RNA poly-
merase will aid in understanding the results of the NTP
competitions conducted. The phage RNA polymerase T7 is
a single subunit DNA-dependent RNA polymerase, it does
not have an exonuclease domain for proofreading, and with
these limitations, the polymerase maintains high fidelity
transcription (1 error in 104 NTPs polymerized) (33). How
T7 RNA polymerase maintains high fidelity RNA synthesis
has been addressed by x-ray crystallography and computa-
tional studies (22–26). Experimental work identified that T7
RNA polymerase easily accepts modified NTPs (34), NTP
elongation kinetics are influenced by steric factors (35), and
NTP selection is impacted in solutions where the dielectric
constant and water activity have been altered with PEG-200
(36). The key points in discrimination of the incoming NTP
are to ensure the exclusion of dNTPs by checking the pres-
ence of the 2′-OH group via Y639, and that the NTP and
templating DNA nucleotide form a viable base pair to main-
tain the fidelity of the mRNA. How does T7 RNA poly-
merase discriminate between UTP vs. �TP or m1�TP that
can all form viable base pairs with the dA nucleotide in the
template DNA strand?

In the 1:1 UTP versus �TP competitions for the T7 RNA
polymerase active site in singly modified sites, the yield of
�TP incorporation was generally greater than the expected
50% yield (Figure 3A). We hypothesize the reason for the fa-
vorability of �TP incorporation is the greater freedom for
syn and anti-glycosidic bond angles that favors the syn con-
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formation (37). Both conformations of �TP display a face
to the templating dA nucleotide that can form two hydro-
gen bonds with similar base-pair shapes (Figure 7A). Thus,
�TP is favorably inserted because both base conformations,
syn or anti, relative to the ribose yield viable dA base pairs,
whereas UTP can only base pair with dA in the anti con-
formation (Figure 7B). This claim is supported by model-
ing work on T7 RNA polymerase that found phosphodi-
ester bond formation during polymerization can only oc-
cur when the base pair has the right size and shape (26).
When the template DNA strand had two adjacent dA nu-
cleotides to direct insertion of the competing NTPs, �TP
insertion was reduced across all sequence contexts relative
to the singly modified sites (Figure 3A and B). The most
important observation is that �TP insertion yields had a
variability of nearly 50% from high to low across the se-
quence contexts demonstrating the nucleotide cannot be in-
stalled equally across all contexts (Figures 3A and B). De-
tailed structural studies would need to be conducted to ad-
dress on the molecular scale the context dependency of �
incorporation by T7 RNA polymerase.

Considering m1�TP vs. UTP for incorporation by T7
RNA polymerase, the findings differed compared to com-
petitions with �TP. In the sequence contexts that coded for
a single U/m1�, UTP was favorably selected, with the ex-
ceptions being those with a 3′ A in the RNA that gave U
and m1� incorporation at a 1:1 ratio reflecting their rela-
tive concentrations in solution. There are two mysteries re-
garding these observations. (i) Why does UTP outcompete
m1�TP in all sequence contexts except one? (ii) Why does
a 3` A in the RNA result in higher yields for the modified
nucleotide triphosphate?

The Chow laboratory used NMR NOE measurements to
report on the syn vs. anti conformational equilibrium for
m1� in the nucleoside context (37). They found m1� had a
greater preference for the syn conformation than �. Unlike
�, m1� syn cannot base pair with dA in the DNA tem-
plate strand (Figure 7C); therefore, the dominant glycosidic
bond conformation for this modification is not compatible
with T7 RNA polymerase to catalyze phosphodiester bond
formation. This glycosidic bond angle preference for m1�
results in UTP winning the competition for incorporation
and elongation by this DNA-dependent RNA polymerase.

Regarding the 3′ A effect where m1�TP and UTP were
selected based on their solution concentrations, the struc-
tures for the steps of NTP selection and polymerization
by T7 RNA polymerase offer a clue that could be tested
(22–26). The active site of T7 RNA polymerase is main-
tained in an open conformation by the O/O` helix during
NTP selection that closes to generate the contacts needed
for NTP discrimination and phosphodiester bond forma-
tion (22,25). Computational studies suggest closing of the
O/O` helix is thermally regulated and that the open confor-
mation provides space for NTPs to sample glycosidic bond
conformations to yield viable base pairs for polymerization
in the growing mRNA strand (24). In the open and closed
conformations, the DNA base pair 3′ to the templating nu-
cleotide is still formed, and a �-stacking interaction exists
between F644 of the O/O` helix, and the template DNA nu-
cleotide (Figure 8A and B). In these 3′-A cases, the � stack
would be with a dT on the template DNA strand to form

the weakest interactions possible, a � stack with a pyrimi-
dine that has two hydrogen bonds with its complementary
dA nucleotide. This may allow greater sampling of the open
and closed states of the O/O` helix providing space and time
for m1�TP to find the anti conformation to base pair with
the template dA and to result in successful phosphodiester
bond formation (Figure 7C).

Support for these interactions resulting in UTP and
m1�TP equally competing when a 3′ A is in the mRNA is
derived from two studies. In the first, we switched the RNA
polymerase to SP6, which maintains the Y639 NTP/dNTP
proofreading ability but does not contain the F644 � stack-
ing interaction and instead has a leucine at this position that
cannot � stack (Figure 4B). When SP6 is the polymerase,
m1�TP is inserted at 20–30% yield in all adjacent sequence
contexts, both singly and doubly modified. The reason why
the yield is not ∼50% may result from other differences in
physical properties of UTP vs. m1�TP that were not stud-
ied. Regardless, this observation means that to tailor the
stoichiometry of canonical and modified nucleotides in a
synthetic mRNA at all sites, the relative solution concen-
trations of the competing NTPs can be dialed in to the de-
sired yields, which was found herein (Supplementary Figure
S12).

A second experiment to support the F644 � stacking in-
teraction with dT paired with dA on the 3′ side of the com-
petition is derived from a rationally designed study in which
we altered the 3′ A observation into a 3′ G effect. In the cod-
ing DNA strand that would place a G on the 3′ side of the
U/m1� site, the native dG with three hydrogen bonds with
dC was replaced with dI to generate a similar base pair with
dC but with only two hydrogen bonds. This situation mim-
ics the weaker A:T base pair and have a similar � stack-
ing (dC) interaction with F644, which should direct the in-
sertion of a G 3′ to the U/m1� competition site (Figure
5A). The nanopore sequence analysis found in the weak-
ened 3′ base pair system in comparison to the dG:dC base
pair that the incorporation of m1� increased by > 2-fold
(Figure 5B). This observation provided more support for
the DNA-protein interaction impacting selection of com-
peting NTPs.

As a final study regarding the T7 RNA polymerase com-
petition assay, UTP was mixed in equal ratios with either
e1�TP or p1�TP during IVT (Figure 6A). The synthetic
RNAs were then directly sequenced, and the modification
inserted was quantified via the base calling analysis us-
ing Nanopore-Psu (12). Only singly-modified sequence con-
texts were analyzed. The analysis revealed that as the alkyl
group length increased at N1 of pseudouridine, the incor-
poration yield ratio for the modified NTP increased in all
contexts except those with a 3′ A (Figure 6B). Prior work
with long alkyl groups attached to the uridine nucleoside
found them to adopt equal populations of syn and anti con-
formations (37). As the ratio of anti conformation increases
in the methyl, ethyl, propyl N1-alkylpseudouridine series,
the favorability of competing with anti UTP increases, as
observed. The 3′ A sites all had an ∼50% yield for insertion
of the modification as a result of the unique protein-DNA
interactions described above.

Other methods for addressing RNA polymerase activ-
ity rely on gel-based (38), mass spectrometry-based (39), or
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Figure 7. Base pairs formed by (A) �, (B) U and (C) m1� in RNA with a dA nucleotide in a template DNA strand.

sequencing-based assays (40); however, a drawback to these
methods is seen when studying NTP selection during a run-
ning start assay in which the competition is between isocod-
ing nucleotides such as UTP versus �TP or m1�TP. This is
even more challenging for UTP versus �TP because they
are isomers and have the same mass. Direct RNA sequenc-
ing with the nanopore setup can provide a solution to these
challenges in running start assays to enable quantification
of U versus � or m1� in all adjacent sequence contexts.
This study was possible because of the efforts of others to
develop software to help interpret the data quantitatively
(8,11,12,16). We used ELIGOS2 (14) and Nanopore-Psu
(12) developed for the quantitative inspection of nanopore
sequencing reads for �, which was repurposed for m1�
quantification.

The work presented to monitor the running start poly-
merization of RNA nucleotides by T7 RNA polymerase
via nanopore sequencing found a sequence context bias
when UTP competed with m1�TP. This observation iden-
tifies a challenge if the goal is to synthesize a therapeutic
mRNA with sub-stochiometric levels of m1� with nearly
equal representation in all sequence contexts. The studies
identify DNA–protein interactions leading to this impact
on sequence context. More importantly, by understanding
the interactions, the SP6 RNA polymerase was identified
to install m1�TP with a similar yield across all sequence
contexts (∼25% when a 1:1 mixture of UTP and m1�TP
exists in solution). Based on the primary sequences for the
BioNTech/Pfizer and Moderna vaccines, the present stud-
ies covered all sequence contexts except for three adjacent
modifications (i.e. (m1�)3; Supplementary Figure S6). The
studies with two possible modification sites adjacent to one
another allow us to predict the outcome when UTP and

m1�TP compete. For T7 RNA polymerase, if a 3′ A exists
after the run of three, the last modification site will be lower
in yield compared to the first two sites (Figure 3D); in con-
trast, SP6 RNA polymerase will install the three modifica-
tions with minimized sequence bias (Figure 4C). This pro-
vides one possible approach for the synthesis of mRNA vac-
cines with sub-stoichiometric modification levels that are
similar in all sequence contexts. A minor challenge for using
SP6 RNA polymerase is a slightly higher rate of mutations
at A, C and G sites compared to T7 RNA polymerase when
conducting IVT with m1�TP present (40). Finally, a patent
was filed for use of methyl, ethyl and propyl � derivatives
in therapeutic mRNAs (27). The nanopore sequencing of
these modifications installed by T7 RNA polymerase cat-
alyzed IVT may have relevance in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

Direct RNA sequencing with nanopores enables RNA
modification analysis that has been conducted for nu-
cleotides such as � (11–14,16). In the present work, RNA
containing either U, � or m1� in 83 different 5-nt sequence
contexts that include four with canonical U present were
nanopore sequenced. The base calling data obtained iden-
tified � and m1� behave similarly and, depending on the
sequence context, are called as a C or generate indels (Fig-
ure 2). In the big picture, this analysis demonstrated differ-
ent RNA modifications on the same nucleotide can yield
similar signatures. This illustration should bring caution to
RNA researchers using nanopore sequencing to conduct de
novo analysis for chemical modifications. A site of modifica-
tion can be found but the identity may remain questionable.
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Figure 8. Previously reported structure for the T7 RNA polymerase active site in contact with the duplex DNA and incoming NTP (22). (A) Structure
reported for key residues involved in NTP binding and template strand (TS) binding. (B) Schematic drawing of T7 RNA polymerase to show key contacts
for substrate selection in the open conformation and catalysis in the closed conformation.

Understanding the nanopore sequencing data for � or
m1� enabled a running start T7 RNA polymerase assay to
be conducted to compete either �TP or m1�TP with UTP
during IVT. The experiments found �TP insertion yields
were sequence-context dependent (Figure 3A and B). In
contrast, UTP outcompeted m1�TP in all contexts except
when a 3′ A occurred after the single modification site in the
RNA, in which case the yields were the same as the NTP
concentration ratio in the solution (Figure 3C). A model
for the results is proposed based on the prior finding that
m1� strongly favors the syn conformation and cannot pair
with dA in the anti conformation allowing UTP to out-
compete the modification (37). The exception is when there
is an A coded for in the RNA sequence 3′ to the modifi-
cation, which based on the solved structures for the poly-

merase (22,25), provides a more flexible active site to al-
low m1�TP to adopt the anti conformation to pair with the
templating dA. A change of the RNA polymerase to SP6 re-
sulted in a more balanced incorporation of m1�TP into the
RNA in all sequence contexts when competing with UTP
(Figure 4C). By changing the polymerase, a new solution
for incorporating UTP and m1�TP at a ratio with mini-
mized sequence context dependency was found. The studies
and information reported will be beneficial for the synthesis
of therapeutic RNAs by IVT that have sub-stochiometric
levels of modifications present. Nanopore sequencing can
aid in understanding many questions regarding DNA and
RNA in cellulo, while the present studies demonstrate
biochemical questions can also be addressed with this
technology.
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